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1.SAML SLO is supported for which two firewall features? (Choose two.)
A. GlobalProtect Portal
B. CaptivePortal
C. WebUI
D. CLI
Answer: A,B
2.What is the purpose of the firewall decryption broker?
A. Decrypt SSL traffic a then send it as cleartext to a security chain of inspection tools
B. Force decryption of previously unknown cipher suites
C. Inspection traffic within IPsec tunnel
D. Reduce SSL traffic to a weaker cipher before sending it to a security chain of inspection tools
Answer: A
3.Which three split tunnel methods are supported by a globalProtect gateway? (Choose three.)
A. video streaming application
B. Client Application Process
C. Destination Domain
D. Source Domain
E. Destination user/group
F. URL Category
Answer: A,B,C
4.Based on the image, what caused the commit warning?
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A. The CA certificate for FWDtrust has not been imported into the firewall.
B. The FWDtrust certificate has not been flagged as Trusted Root CA.
C. SSL Forward Proxy requires a public certificate to be imported into the firewall.
D. The FWDtrust certificate does not have a certificate chain.
Answer: D
5.An administrator is defining protection settings on the Palo Alto Networks NGFW to guard against
resource exhaustion.
When platform utilization is considered, which steps must the administrator take to configure and apply
packet buffer protection?
A. Enable and configure the Packet Buffer protection thresholds. Enable Packet Buffer Protection per
ingress zone.
B. Enable and then configure Packet Buffer thresholds Enable Interface Buffer protection.
C. Create and Apply Zone Protection Profiles in all ingress zones. Enable Packet Buffer Protection per
ingress zone.
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D. Configure and apply Zone Protection Profiles for all egress zones. Enable Packet Buffer Protection pre
egress zone.
E. Enable per-vsys Session Threshold alerts and triggers for Packet Buffer Limits. Enable Zone Buffer
Protection per zone.
Answer: A
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